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Glasgow author set to
make Inverness visit
By Margaret Chrystall
NEXT week writer Kellan MacInnes returns to the
Highlands to talk about his novel set during the
original Scottish referendum fever – with a second
referendum the country’s hottest topic again.
Kellan will be talking to the Highland Literary
Salon on Tuesday about his debut novel published
last September by Dingwall’s Sandstone Press, The
Making of Mickey Bell.
Much of it is set in the Highlands as HIV-positive
Mickey – “a benefits scrounger from Glasgow” with
a serious Munro-bagging habit literally heads for the
hills when trouble hits.
For Kellan – who will also hold a writing workshop
before his author talk – the return of the referendum
to the political agenda, is ironic.
His book had always had the referendum as
its backdrop – which caused a few tweaks on
publication.
“I started the book when holiday plans fell through
and I’d had two weeks of unexpected time stuck in
my caravan with the dog.
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“I’d had some ideas for a novel and by the end of
the two weeks, I had 60,000 words and the bones of
Mickey Bell.
“That was back in 2013, so I was actually writing
about a referendum that hadn’t happened yet.
“Fast forward – my book was accepted by
Sandstone in 2015 but would take a year to publish.
We were editing in May 2016 and then the whole
Brexit thing came up and the second Scottish referendum idea went live.
“So at that point we took out any date references to
the referendum and the book being set in 2014.
“But now it could almost be read as a book about a
second referendum!
“Mickey Bell is a sort of Scottish everyman – and
his journey to becoming more independent mirrors
Scotland’s journey.
“But it can also just be read as a boy meets boy
romance as well. Or just a kind of adventure story.”
In the book, Mickey is a gay man living, like Kellan,
with HIV – so did it take courage to reveal that?
“I’ve always been open about my HIV status. My
family and friends all know and to an extent I sort of
addressed that in my first non-fiction book Caleb’s
List,” said Kellan.
That book was subtitled “Climbing The Scottish
Mountains Visible from Arthur’s Seat” and went
on to be nominated for 2013’s Saltire Society First
Scottish Book Award.
Kellan said: “What is important is that by writing
more about HIV it maybe breaks down some of the
stigma attached to the condition.
“And as a writer it is probably easier for me to be

open about it than it
would be for a bus driver,
say.
“I worked for one of
Scotland’s leading HIV
charities. Quite a lot of
that experience there
was working for clients of
the charities and that fed
into the book as well.”
Some of the characters
bear a passing resemblance to people in the
public eye – and appear- Cover of The Making Of
ing as themselves are Mickey Bell.
Hollywood’s Bette Davis
and mountain writer Alex Reddie.
Kellan says: “But other than those appearing as
themselves, it’s just bits of different people and different experiences put together.
“If it was a drawing, it would be one person’s head,
a leg from someone else, someone’s head for heights
and somebody else’s sense of humour.
“At the end of the day it’s fiction. And it’s all made
up.”
Kellan is the guest at the latest Highland Literary
Salon event on Tuesday, March 21 at the Glen Mhor
Hotel, Inverness from 6.30pm (writers’ workshop),
then 7.30pm for the author’s talk. More details: www.
highlandlitsalon.com
Kellan’s novel, The Making Of Mickey Bell
(Sandstone £8.99) is available now. More: www.
sandstonepress.com
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